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Dear Editor,

On weak convergence within a family of life distributions

1. Introduction

It is well known that the weak convergence and moment convergence of distributions
are not equivalent in general. However, for distributions within a suitable family, these
two modes of convergence can be equivalent. For example, Basu and Bhattacharjee
(1984) obtained the equivalence of weak convergence and moment convergence for life
distributions within the harmonic new better than used in expectation family (HNBUE
family) which is related to the exponential distribution, and Lin (1994, 1995) extended
their result from the HNBUE family to some larger families. In this letter we further
prove that the same equivalence property holds for the following larger family ~cx which
is related to the gamma distribution.

Let X be a general non-negative random variable with distribution F, and denote
IlF=EX. Also, let Ycx,p be a random variable obeying the gamma distribution Gcx,p with
density function

1
g",p(x) = r(a.)f3« X«-le-xIP

where a. and f3 are two positive constants. Recall that the mean of Gcx,p is a.f3. For each
a. > 0, define the family ~cx to be the class of all life distributions F such that its moment
generating function is less than or equal to that of Gcx,JlFlcx, namely

~cx= U {F:IlF=a.f3,EesX~EeSYrJ..fJ for sE(-oo, I/f3)}=: U ~cx,p.
p>o p>o

From Theorem 1.3.1 of Stoyan (1983) it follows that the HNBUE family is a subfamily
of ~l. And ~cx is probably the largest family ever studied for the equivalence of these
two modes of convergence. If F E ~cx,p, we say that F is smaller than Gcx,p in the moment
generating function order, which is a stochastic order relation and stronger than the
Laplace transform order (see Remark (c) below). We are ready to state the main result.

Theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1, Basu and Bhattacharjee (1984)). Let a. > 0 be a fixed
constant, and let Xn be a random variable with distribution F; E ~cx, where n = 1, 2, 3,···.

(i) Suppose that Xn -+ X in distribution for some non-negative random variable X.
Then

(1) lim EX: = EX r < 00
n-2/:,

for all r > o.

Further, the distribution of X belongs to the family ~cx if EX -=1=0.
(ii) Conversely, suppose that the relation (1) holds for all positive integers r and for

some non-negative random variable X with EXE (0, (0). Then Xn -+ X in distribution.
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2. Proofs
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Our arguments are parallel to those of Basu and Bhattacharjee (1984), adapted to
and modified for the family r§(f.. We start with a lemma.

Lemma. Let a > °be a fixed constant.
(i) If FE r§(f.' then the distribution F is characterized by the sequence of its moments.
(ii) If X n is a random variable obeying distribution F; E r§a., n = 1, 2"", and if the

relation (I) holds for all positive integers r and for some fixed non-negative random
variable X with EX E (0, (0), then the distribution of X is characterized by the sequence
of its moments.

Proof (i) Let X be a random variable with distribution F. Then by the definition
of r§(f. we have

for s E ( - 00, lIP),

where P= J1F kx. Therefore the distribution F is characterized by the sequence of its
moments.

(ii) As in the proof of (i), it suffices to prove that Ee sx < 00 for each s E ( - 00, alEX).
Since Eesx < 00 for each s ~ 0, it remains to prove that Eesx < 00 for each s E (0, a/EX).
Hereafter, let s be a fixed point in the interval (0, alEX) and define the counting measure
J1 by J1( {m}) = srnlm ! for m = 0, 1, 2,.··. Further, define the functions j: g on the support
of J1 by

f(m) = Exrn, g(m) = EY::!p, for m=O, 1,2,,,,,

where P= EXla. Similarly, for each n = 1, 2,,,,, let us define the functions In, gn by

for m=O, 1,2,,,,,

where Pn = EXnla. Then applying Fatou's lemma we have

This completes the proof of the lemm.a.

Proof of Theorem. Let G(f.,fJn be the gamma distribution with mean apn = EXn, and
let Y n be a random variable obeying G(f.,fJn' where n = 1, 2, 3,···.

(i) Suppose that Xn~ X in distribution for some non-negative random variable X.
Then we first prove that the conclusion (1) holds. From the assumption F n E r§(f. it follows
that for all n ~ 1

the last term tending to Ee:" E (0, (0) as n goes to infinity. Hence the sequence
{Pn}~ 1 is bounded, namely, there exists a constant BE (0, CIJ) such that
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(2) for all n ~ 1.
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For each given r > 0, take an integer k > max{r, I}. Then for So= 1/(2B) and for each
n= 1,2,3,.··, we have

and hence
k k! k!

EX~ S k R S k '- So (1 - I~n soyt - So (1 - Bso)a

in which the last inequality follows from (2). This means that the sequence {EX~}~1 is
bounded. Using the moment convergence theorem we conclude that limn~oo E~=
Exr < 00. This is the desired result (1). Suppose further EX i= O. Then we want to prove that
the distribution of.X, say F, belongs to t§a' Letting r = 1, the equality in (1) reduces to
limn_~ EXn= EX, or, equivalently, limn~oo f3n = (EX)lex= f3 (say). For each s < IIf3, we have

Ee sx = lim Eesxn~ lim EesYn= lim (1-f3ns)-a=(I-f3s)-a=EesYa.fJ.

Therefore, FE t§a.
(ii) Suppose that the relation (1) holds for all positive integers r and for some fixed

non-negative random variable X with EX E (0, (0). Then we have Xn -+ X in distribution
by using the lemma above and Theorem 8.48 of Breiman (1993) (or Theorem 30.2 of
Billingsley (1995». This completes the proof.

3. Remarks

(a) Denote by Fo the degenerate distribution at the point zero. Then from the theorem
above it is seen that the family t§a U {Fo} is closed under weak convergence.

(b) Define the dual family t§; for t§a by

t§; = U {F: J1F = exf3, Eesx ~ EesYa,fJ for s E ( - 00, I/f3)} ,
a>O

where f3 > O. Then the conclusions of the lemma and theorem still hold if the family t§a
is replaced by t§;; the proofs are similar to the previous ones and are omitted. It is
natural to pose the question: is it possible to extend the above theorem from t§a to the
larger family t§ == Ua>O t§a = UP>O t§;?

(c) On the other hand, let the family 2 a consist of all life distributions F being smaller
than Ga,JiFla in the Laplace transform order. (For applications of Laplace transform order,
see, e.g., Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994) and Alzaid et ale (1991).) Namely, for each
ex > 0, define

s; = U {F: J1F =exf3, Ee- sx ~ Ee-sY2,fJ for s ~ O} == U 2 a,p.
P>O P>O

Then t§a C 2(1. because s.,C e., for each f3 > O. The question whether the above theorem
can be extended from t§a to 2 aalso remains open. A special case that the family 2 1 U {Fo}
is closed under weak convergence has been proved by Chaudhuri (1995).
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